Conduct research at the forefront of science

The Morá Miriam Rozen Gerber Fellowship
at the Weizmann Institute of Science
Rehovot, Israel

The Morá Miriam Rozen Gerber Fellowship at the Weizmann Institute of Science offers a full postdoctoral fellowship for qualified applicants from Brazil.

With English as the primary language on campus, the Weizmann Institute boasts a vibrant international culture, with graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and visiting scientists from some 45 countries conducting studies at the Institute at any given time. The Institute serves as a major international hub for scientific conferences, hosting dozens of gatherings on a vast array of topics.

All postdoctoral fellows receive generous fellowships, travel allowances to participate in international conferences, and subsidized housing during the first year of training.

To apply, visit us at
www.weizmann.ac.il/gerber-fellowship
Amigos do Weizmann do Brasil
www.amigosdoweizmann.org.br
weizmann.br@gmail.com